
Contract of Sale
Breeder: Beverly Nelson
Buyer: 

By signing of this agreement breeder and buyer agree to adhere to the following terms of said contract. 

Buyer is purchasing a show potential male/female Boston Terrier nicknamed:  
For the sum of:
AKC reg. #: 
Sire: 
Dam: 
1. Buyer agrees to breeder remaining on as co owner until dog has reached it’s championship title at which time breeder 
will be removed from the AKC registration and give full ownership to buyer. 
2. Buyer agrees to place said dog in akc conformation events when he has matured and ready to enter the show ring. 
Which can vary from 6 months of age to 1 year. But not to exceed one year from date of birth before first entry into a 
dog show unless otherwise agreed upon by breeder. 
3. Buyer is purchasing show “potential”. Meaning the dog has been evaluated at time of sale to be show worthy. Buyer 
and breeder are both aware that changes can and do affect the dog as it ages. Breeder does not guarantee that said dog 
can become a finished champion in AKC conformation  events. 
4. Buyer agrees to breed only to bitches that meet the breed standard as set forth by the BTCA. 
5.  Buyer agrees to never breed said dog to Bostons of non standard color or to allow offspring to be sold to breeders 
that breed Bostons of color at anytime during its life. 
6. Buyer is to protect the bloodlines of said dog by not placing offspring with full AKC registration unless they are “by 
breeder”approved show homes during the life of said dog. 
7. Buyer agrees to protect breeders bloodlines to the best of her ability by screening prospective buyers and their 
worthiness as companion homes or breeding show homes under spay/neuter or show contracts so as not to saturate the 
breeders bloodlines in breeding kennels for the purpose of profit to a kennel. 
8. Buyer agrees to have said dog examined by a veterinarian within 3 days of picking pup up. 
9. Violations to #6 , #7 , #9  will result in the immeadiate return of said dog to breeder. 

1. Breeder agrees to provide buyer with a show potential, sound healthy dog free of genetic defects, utd vaccinations 
and wormings at time of sale. 
2. Breeder agrees to replace said dog with one of equal value when one becomes available in the event life threatening 
genetic defects surfaces during the first two years of life. Breeder will be released from the health guarantee upon the 
date of completion of said dogs championship if acheived before 2 years of age. Guarantee is limited to replacement 
pup only. Said dog must be returned to breeder in the event a replacement pup is warranted. 
3. Breeder is not responsible at anytime for accident or injury to said dog unless under the direct care of breeder. 
4. Breeder agrees to mentor buyer through the competing of its championship title. This can be anywhere from A. 
Evaluations as to when said dog is ready to be shown  B. To hiring a handler C. To firing a handler D. Pulling the dog 
to mature out more  etc. 
5.  Breeder is to be given first right of refusal in the event buyer needs to rehome said dog. 
6. Said dog will carry the breeders kennel name __________HH_______________________in its AKC reg. name. 
Buyer can choose the following names on the akc registration.  

Buyer understands there are many variables when competing in akc events. In the event decisions need to be made re-
garding said dog while it is competing in akc events both breeder and buyer agree to be equitable, fair and with respect 
to each other when making decisions regarding the championship of the dog. Buyer is aware that the championship is 
important to the breeder. Breeder is aware that circumstances such as financial and health of the buyer can get in the 
way at times. Breeder will be respectable during these times. 

____________________________________________           ______________________________________________
Date of signing.                                                                         Date of signing 
Breeder signature/address.                                                        Buyer signature/address 


